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Mountain-Based Leadership
• Understand the importance of utilizing “the power of influence” to 

achieve team success.
• Learn action steps that empower you with dominance and create 

record-breaking performances.
• Realize the importance of removing “destination addiction”, and 

relishing the journey by driving the right vehicle of opportunity.

Vision-Based Leadership
• Successfully execute your vision by ensuring it is crystal clear.
• Learn the importance of dream building and activating your vision 

to make it become your reality.
• Set the bar higher beyond the horizon of your vision.

Assignment-Based Leadership
• Learn intentional direction to improve profitable value, both 

personally and professionally.
• Maximize your position in the workforce to enhance and change 

the culture.
• Fulfill your assignment in life through your career while stepping 

into your purpose.

Perfect-Based Leadership
• Learn the importance of strong leadership in your industry to be 

the perfect example of success.
• Make perfection the mark and unlimited the destination.
• Discover the importance of creating leadership systems and 

succession-planning modules that empower your entire workforce.

SIGNATURE PROGRAMS

Learn what Anthony Rhodman 
teaches major companies across the 
U.S. and internationally, delivering 
Leadership Principles That Unleash 
Potential. Learn why successful 
organizations and companies such 
as Focus Sports Training, Goodkies 
LLC, I Am Records Agency and 
Management, and other companies 
invest in his teachings each year, 
booking him again and again!

What Industry Leaders and Top Thinkers Are Saying About Anthony Rhodman...

Anthony Rhodman, 
Founder of Success Epitomized

“Anthony Rhodman’s methodology about leadership will re-energize your organization with high octane 
strategies and produce results that finish the journey when you feel like there is nothing left in the tank of 
productivity. His approach to overcoming obstacles will equip your team with the skills to empower every 
leader to climb the mountain of victory confidently and with resources that get the job done. He understands 
the psychology of achievement and exemplifies qualities every company should follow. Connecting with his 
programs will transform broken vision and mission statements into a blueprint of effective leadership! “
-Kevin T. Robertson, Celebrity Insider, Consultant, Professional Speaker
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He is a trendsetter, trailblazer, and difference-maker in changing the narrative perception of vision. As 
CEO of Success Epitomized LLC., Anthony consults and provides personal growth strategies for companies 
and individuals, including professional athletes, models, business managers, health and wellness companies, 
recording artists, and legal firms.

Anthony is the author of several books, and he has created life-altering systems of success and personal 
growth that will revolutionize leadership development so that clients become the perfect example of success. 
The main system includes a five-phase training process that specifically equips clients for success in every 
area of life. Anthony radiates dynamic and inspiring teachings that are relevant to many people across 
the world with his problem-solving and cutting-edge strategies that he learned throughout his life. The 
information he shares with audiences is different from anything taught today. 

Anthony Rhodman has been a guest speaker at various NBA camps and functions, with an impressive 
list of NBA clients as well as other professional clients and executives. Anthony is a prolific speaker who 
keeps audiences on the edge of their seats. He delivers value-based strategies that change the culture of 
organizations. He is one of the world’s leading, most sought-after speakers at conferences worldwide. He 
teaches seminar participants of all ages, backgrounds, and socioeconomic statuses how to become the 
perfect example of success.

Anthony Rhodman is a psychologist, consultant, and advisor 
in business, finance, and sports performance, a personal 
development trainer and life coach, and a professional 
speaker. Anthony is also a specialist in the field of Sports 
Psychology and Peak Performance. He is a leading authority 
in Spiritual Psychology and Personal Achievement and 
a subject-matter expert in Leadership Development and 
Empowerment Advancement. He is an author, renowned 
speaker, educator, coach, consultant, and professional 
training expert. Anthony advises some of the biggest brands, 
celebrities, and top executives around the world. Anthony’s out-
of-the-box style of speaking is captivating and unforgettable.

PROFESSIONAL BIOGRAPHY

Featured on...
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This is an eye-opening program designed to remove the 
barriers of limitation that come from the cultural mountains 
of influence in our lives such as religion, finance, business, 
government, media, entertainment, arts, family, and 
education. 

This program unlocks the keys to utilize relationships and 
agreements to reach the pinnacle of each industry and 
field. This seminar will provide strategies and principles to 
use the recurring cycles of life for growth and expansion 
toward the perfect pursuit of success. 

MOUNTAIN-BASED LEADERSHIP

After this program, you will be able to:
• Realize the cultural mountains influencing your success and failures
• Understand your purpose in life and the lives of others
• Group the cycles of life and the narrow path to success
• Acquire the knowledge of the relationships needed to conquer every mountain of influence
• Understand the order of influence and how it relates to success and failure

Audiences:
Organizations, associations, and small, medium, and large companies who want to expand their 
productivity and increase employees’ ability to lead effectively

Also: Conference keynotes/breakouts, association meetings, corporate events, banquets, incentive trips, 
entertainment events, stadiums and venues, colleges and universities 

Customization Options: Keynote or onsite strategic work session 
Program Length:
This program can be customized from 60 minutes (keynote/breakout) to half-day, full-day, 2-day, and 
3-day formats.

What Industry Leaders and Top Thinkers Are Saying About Anthony Rhodman...
“Working with Anthony Rhodman and being a part of the Success Epitomized system has been an amazing experience 
for me. Anthony has helped me in so many ways, especially with my spiritual growth and the understanding of my 
higher self. The Success Epitomized programs have helped me to stay aligned at a high level physically, emotionally, 
mentally, and spiritually. Anthony is a shining light of professionalism, skill, and care. I am grateful for his assistance, 
knowledge, and attention to detail. His ability to tap in and offer spiritual clarity is evident, as is his commitment to 
assisting others in search of finding and accomplishing their true purpose in life, the Kingdom way.” 
-Ronnie Steward, Focus Sports Management, CEO
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This progressive program sheds light on the power within by
deploying your gifts to create undeniable results. This 
session will teach you how to simplify massive ideas and 
aspirations into obtainable, everyday tasks. 

When you participate in this session, you will understand 
the power of a vision and how to make your vision plain in 
order to experience the reality of the concealed treasure of 
life.

VISION-BASED LEADERSHIP

After this program, you will be able to:
• Know the seven steps of manifestation of any vision
• Familiarize yourself with the five visualization techniques
• Organize your life like a blueprint, starting with the end before you begin any project
• Manifest plans beyond your current abilities
• Discover your greatest gifts to achieve your vision

Audiences: Organizations, associations, and small, medium, and large companies who want to expand 
their productivity and increase employees’ ability to lead effectively

Also: Conference keynotes/breakouts, association meetings, corporate events, banquets, incentive trips, 
entertainment events, stadiums and venues, colleges and universities 

Customization Options: Keynote or onsite strategic work session 
Program Length:
This program can be customized from 60 minutes (keynote/breakout) to half-day, full-day, 2-day, and 
3-day formats.

What Industry Leaders and Top Thinkers Are Saying About Anthony Rhodman...

“Working with Anthony was a joy. His ability to simplify complicated issues and focus on the 
principles that we should all be placing our confidence in...is refreshing. In a time where there are 
so many distractions and opinions, keeping things simple is critical!” 
-Joshua Harris, Senior Life Insurance, Regional Vice President
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This is a life-altering program designed to build impactful 
leaders in the business, finance, and tech industries to use 
their platforms to incorporate a positive change in today’s 
society. 

Our focus is to help enhance the culture in each organization 
by teaching each individual to fulfill both their purpose and 
intent in life.

ASSIGNMENT-BASED LEADERSHIP

After this program, you will be able to:
• Comprehend clear-cut direction in life through your career
• Comprise opportunities to enhance the culture which can be applied to every industry
• Capitalize on agreements and your relationships
• Incorporate your beliefs into valuable results and advancements in your career
• Utilize your gifts and talents into profit and promotion 

Audiences: Organizations, associations, and small, medium, and large companies who want to expand 
their productivity and increase employees’ ability to lead effectively

Also: Conference keynotes/breakouts, association meetings, corporate events, banquets, incentive trips, 
entertainment events, stadiums and venues, colleges and universities

Customization Options: Keynote or onsite strategic work session 
Program Length:
This program can be customized from 60 minutes (keynote/breakout) to half-day, full-day, 2-day, and 
3-day formats.

What Industry Leaders and Top Thinkers Are Saying About Anthony Rhodman...
“I have known and worked with Anthony on various levels for 11 years now. During my time with Anthony, 
he played the role of family, friend, and professional advisor. Throughout my time as a professional, I 
have sought counsel from Anthony due to his vast wealth of knowledge and wisdom to help navigate 
my life to success in sports and business. Anthony Rhodman is a seasoned, disciplined professional who 
pays close attention to detail with a unique approach of both traditional and untraditional knowledge! “
-Darian Cartharn, It Was Written, Founder, Owner, Creative Director
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This program was created to change the mindset towards 
the possibilities of perfection. This session will remove the 
excuses of failing results and the satisfaction of temporary 
achievements. Any person who participates in one of these 
sessions will be challenged to go beyond what they believed 
was possible, and it will reshape the ideas of success. 

This program was designed to reveal how to generate an 
environment of perfection and undeniable outcomes.

PERFECT-BASED LEADERSHIP

After this program, you will be able to:
• Multiply the greatness in yourself into others
• See beyond the limits of your present reality
• Use your current circumstances and situations as opportunities for growth
• Acknowledge to seek after mastery and creativity instead of results
• Appreciate boundaries while learning how to surpass them

Audiences: Organizations, associations, and small, medium, and large companies who want to expand 
their productivity and increase employees’ ability to lead effectively

Also: Conference keynotes/breakouts, association meetings, corporate events, banquets, incentive trips, 
entertainment events, stadiums and venues, colleges and universities 

Customization Options: Keynote or onsite strategic work session 
Program Length:
This program can be customized from 60 minutes (keynote/breakout) to half-day, full-day, 2-day, and 
3-day formats.

What Industry Leaders and Top Thinkers Are Saying About Anthony Rhodman...
“Anthony (Ant Rho) Rhodman is someone since my freshman year in college I’ve always looked up to. A 
couple of years ago, I was blessed enough to run into him as I was randomly walking down the street 
in Washington, DC., and at that moment, my life changed. Spending time with Anthony and his family 
really gave me a different perspective on life and what’s important. Watching Anthony as an example 
and mentor while also spending time studying and growing everyday is something I wish everyone could 
experience. Anthony is special and destined for greatness, a true blessing to this world, and anyone that 
makes contact with him will see that.” 
-Delmar Carey, Team Takeover Girls Basketball, Director
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BOOKS BY ANTHONY RHODMAN

What Industry Leaders and Top Thinkers Are Saying About Anthony Rhodman...

Success Epitomized presents The 
Master’s Plan for Success in Life, 
written by Anthony Rhodman. This book 
will unlock your purpose and provide the 
answers you have been searching for. You 
will discover the Master’s divine intention, 
His grand design, and the charge for 
mankind, including your crucial role 
in His plan. You will be equipped with 
the knowledge to answer the questions 
that have plagued this world for

centuries and learn the Master’s original outline for life. This  book  will    reintroduce   you to the 
principles and the true and authentic  values, perceptions, culture, essence, and purpose of the Master. 
As you delve into and explore The Master’s Plan for Success in Life, you will be given the keys  to  
reach  maximal success in every area of your life. 

The Master’s Plan
for Success in Life

Explore each of your minds and how 
you can use them in the pursuit of 
success.

5 Steps to Transform Your Minds to Mastery The 7 Pillars of Visualization

Examine the different types of 
visualization to discover that anything 
you desire can manifest by using the 
power of your mind.

Explore the misconceptions to change 
and the truths to replace them with to 
manifest your goals.

The 12 Keys to the Manifestation of Any Goal The 12 Techniques of Meditation

Learn what meditation can do for 
you and how to successfully use the 
techniques to unlock and control your 
conscious mind.

“The interview was great. Anthony is just super open
and a great guy to talk to. He’s very genuine. It was
great talking all aspects of his company and basketball.
It was really cool to meet him and do this interview.”
-Jesse Kass, Three Man Weave
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CLIENT TESTIMONIALS

“Anthony has been a tremendous 
asset to my life. The principles 
and tools that he teaches have 
helped me in my career and in my 
personal life. Anthony was the

one who helped me put the whole picture together, giving 
me reason behind why I wanted to play basketball and why I 
wanted to go to the NBA.” -Trey Burke, Philadelphia 76ers

“Anthony Rhodman has always been someone that I could count on. I can’t thank 
Anthony enough for all that he has done for me. It’s an honor to call him a mentor, 
friend, and brother!” -Zach Riddle, IMG Models Worldwide

“I met Anthony seven years ago, and my life changed forever. Anthony has 
helped me tremendously in life, both on and off the court. Anthony became 
a great example. His character has always been consistent, and he is a true 
example of what living life with no limitations, lack, or failure is supposed to 
look like. I’m grateful to have been one of the first people to meet him along his 
journey before the rest of the world gets a glimpse because Anthony is destined 
for great things, things that will change the world that we live in and society as 
we know it to be.” -Traevon Jackson, Wisconsin Herd

“The consulting I received gave me clear insight as a new business owner. His 
planning he strategically designed for me, along with his patience to ensure my 
knowledge and understanding of the plan, was excellent. He also created tools 
for me to utilize to continue to grow and enhance my management skills for the 
betterment of my business and me as an individual. Mr. Rhodman taught me that 
being knowledgeable, having understanding, having laws to live by and discipline 
with oneself allows you to grow, and then you operate everything in your life that 
way and it works.” -Sharon Ozene, Owner of Goodkies LLC

“Listening to what Anthony shares makes you want to learn and hear more. He is 
very gifted in teaching and is patient, kind, and giving. The world needs to hear what 
Anthony shares about life so that everyone can reach their full potential.” -Victoria 
Harris, recording artist


